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MUCH EFFORT HAS BEEN INVESTED IN IMPROVE
Last year was a very significant year for industrial design
MENTS TO THE BASIC DESIGN EDUCATION FRAME
education: the year of DipAD's absorption into the all
disciplines degree structure administered by the Council for
WORK, BUT CAN IT EVER KEEP PACE WITH THE
National Academic Awards; the year of the Gann report
PRESSURES OF A DESPERATE SOCIETY? INTERVIEWS
('Voc�tional Courses in Art and Design'), recommending that
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vocauonal design cour1,es should also be underpinned by a
BRIAN GRIFFIN
national 'validating' body.
These two events mark a design education watershed, a kind
of academic laying on of hands to celebrate the end of a fourteen
year novitiate. In 1960, the DipAD proposal purified the rabble
of art �chools, setting a national diploma standard for a superior
.
mmonty of courses across the country (20 per cent) and leaving
_
the remainder to suffer by comparison, and perhaps to die. This
was an acadernicising operation underwriting the efforts of
practising designers to break with the un-codified, unprofessional
'cowboy' heritage of the previous 30 years.
As it turned out, the residual non-DipAD courses did not
fade away. They continued to attract students and turned their
second class status into a special raison d'etre, a difference of
degree exchanged for a difference of kind. They acquired the
faintly invidious 'technician' label and the more acceptable
'vocational' tag. Hand in hand with DipAD, they partook of the
growing recognition of design as an acceptable career, supported
ROGER DENNING/design director, Hamlyn Group
by heavy education investment (£60m in DipAD's lifetime).
Roger Denning, design director of the Hamlyn Group, is shortly
Now, DipAD is degree-worthy. It has achieved what in 1962
to become executive design director at Franklin Mint Inter
must have looked like the most honourable of all goals and, in
national. At the time of this interview he was responsible for
tune with the spirit of the 'sixties, the most powerful entree to
everything published under Hamlyn's auspices, something like
upper-income employment on a wide scale. But, in tune with
the spirit of the 'seventies, degrees are no longer so saleable. And, 300 new books and mail order products per year. He also operates
as a freelance designer outside the publishing area, and his
unlike other further education darlings of the 'sixties (say,
'marginal' work as an educator includes examining for the SIAD,
sociology), degree-qualified designers do have powerful non
visiting duties and the governorship of a couple of colleges.
degree rivals: the 'vocational' certificate holders.
'It's an obligation on me to know what is happening and it is
The two events of last year have fundamentally optimistic
an obligation on practising designers to pass on information.'
implications for both groups. But for the degree students, there
Naturally enough, Roger Denning is worried about the state
is still the uncertainty of the 'two A-levels' question, a CNAA
of design education in this country. His own training was RCA
general requirement which may or may not be imposed on the
and Reading University. It was, in fact, at Reading that his own
design newcomers. And on the matter of subsequent employ
experience of multi-disciplinary education seemed to work for
ment, they must be worried by industry's increasing interest in
him. 'So it ought to work, this Poly bit - but it doesn't. Because
the specialised, practically-based certificate-holding alternative,
as far as design is concerned, we are trying to run before we can
and this is reflected in the SIAD's attitude to vocational courses.
walk and we are training too many people, many of whom are the
For the vocational students, Gann's national-validation
wrong people.' He also doubts the abilities of the staff. 'I don't
recommendation and its determination to build bridgeheads for
think that they are disciplining people enough. In the fine arts
upwards movement between vocational courses and degree
you do your own thing. I think that to allow people an over
courses are obviously hopeful, but the details of their application
abundance of free-fall is wrong. You must tie them to reality.'
remain uncertain.
Does this mean that people who have come through vocational
In recent years, both groups have done well in the market
courses are more employable? 'Without any doubt at all. In 14
place: 80 per cent of the 1968 output found relevant jobs within
years of practice the best people I have found have come from
six months of graduating. But both still suffer from
the vocational, non self-adulation courses. A correct combination
ill-definition of the foggy terms 'design', 'designer' and, in a
of origifl:al thinkers and doers is attainable, with the doers coming
more universal sense, 'education.' Industry still cjoes not know
from the vocational side; but at the moment we are tending to
what to expect from designers or exactly how to use them.
train more original thinkers than industry and practice can
Against a backdrop of educational change and industrial
readily absorb.' Obviously, to consider a 'second level' design
nerv.ousness, the following interviews represent a range of
citizen is dubious but it is a fact that there are plenty of people
differing viewpoint�: Roger Denning for the employers;
quite happy to carry out mechanical exercises in accordance with
Malcolm Johnston for an intellectually-biased student view
a thinker's creation.
point; Richard Hutchfield and Mark Gil bey for a practical
As industrial requirements remain unclear, so college staff
(industrial) bias; David Carter with an elite engineering-biased
lack direction. And so do careers staff in the schools. 'In design,
proposition; and a Leeds Polytechnic staff group in support of
we are not talking about making pictures. We are talking about a
the Polytechnic idea.
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